
Massachusetts Amazing Emerging Artist Exhibition
2021 Weston High School Visual Art Awardees



The Massachusetts Art Education Association hosts a juried High School art show to recognize outstanding student 
artists. The art show will be virtual on March 3rd. Please view https://massarted.com/events/maea-recognitions/.

Weston High School Art Department is pleased to announce these highly skilled and creative art students:

Andrea In, Painting: HAT SISTER AWARD

Jackie Liu, Painting: MAEA ART EDUCATOR AWARD

Eunice Lee, Painting

Serena Ng, Graphic Design: MAEA ART EDUCATOR AWARD

Yasmine Sana, Graphic Design

Emma Hsiao, Graphic Design

Magnus Starrett, Graphic Design

https://massarted.com/events/maea-recognitions/


 Andrea In
HAT SISTER AWARD

Breaking Insecurities through Taekwondo 

 Size: 36" x 24" 

Acrylic painting

This acrylic painting was painted on wooden Taekwondo 
breaking boards. While growing up I was insecure about my 
skin as I struggled with acne. However, through Taekwondo I 
was able to train myself to be more confident and break through 
my insecurities. When breaking the boards I physically used 
Taekwondo moves to break the wooden boards. I used a red 
tone in the face to accentuate the acne and red splotches 
marking my face. I tried to experiment how to use cool tone 
colors and shading to incorporate into my warm tone shades. 
The cool tone contrasts the warm tones “well”. I painted on nine 
boards, then brought them to my dojang, my Taekwondo 
school, in order to break my boards. I had limited control over 
where the boards broke, although I always aimed for the center 
of each of the nine boards.



Jackie Liu

MAEA ART EDUCATOR AWARD

Weeds

Size: 18"x24"

Acrylic paint on wood panel and gold leaf

This piece is a statement about beauty standards. No 
botanical difference exists between “flowers” and “weeds.” 
The distinction is arbitrary — an unnamed, unquantifiable, 
but almost universally accepted metric of value. One is 
what society wants, the other is what it doesn’t. But I think 
weeds are beautiful – who’s to say a rose is prettier than a 
dandelion?



Serena Ng
MAEA ART EDUCATOR AWARD

Elemental Cosmetics Branding
Gaphic Design



Eunice Lee

Innard beauty

Size: 40" x 30"

Acrylic painting

Every year, thousands of animals are tortured and 
killed due to cosmetic testing. Purchasing and using 
such products only supports further animal testing. 
Thus, I painted someone using a wounded rabbit's 
blood as makeup in order to shed light on the cruelty 
that animals are subjected to during the creation of 
many seemingly harmless beauty products. The 
rabbit's shaved fur, bleeding skin, and purulent eyes 
are caused by tests like skin and eye irritation tests, in 
which chemicals are rubbed onto the skin or dripped 
into the eyes. I created Inner Beauty to discourage the 
use of products under animal-testing cosmetic 
companies, and in the hopes that this inhumane 
practice 



Emma Hsiao

Ekster

Graphic Design

This piece is an experimental digital painting. I wanted 
to highlight the unique capabilities of digital art in this 
piece through use of color, lighting, and textures. I 
wanted to use a lot of blue lighting and highlights- 
blending colors that would be impractical with 
traditional media. The use of layers in digital art 
allowed me to use pencil, charcoal, and pastel 
textures as highlights.



Yasmine Sana

(Road) Sign of the Times

Graphic Design

When creating the road sign, I was thinking about what 2021 or 
rather, the future in general, would look like. What immediately 
came to mind was, of course, technology. In the future, I imagine 
robots not only being implemented into different jobs, but into 
humans themselves. One of the major challenges while creating 
the piece was finding the right font for the bottom text so it 
looked cohesive.



Magnus Starrett

DeLetter DeVito

Graphic Design


